MUSIC VOYAGER
EPISODE SYNOPSIS

#101 India: Bollywood Adventures
Music Voyager arrives in Mumbai, the first stop on the quest to find some of the hottest sounds in India. Meet two artists that encapsulate traditional music, yet blend it to push the new boundaries on creating the future hits. The first is Sona Mohapatra whose gorgeous voice is a sure bet, though not the resonance so typically required to be a Bollywood female singing superstar...but definitely individual. The second, Kailash Kher, is one of the most prolific performers, producers and musical stars in India. Kailash takes the traditional, almost forgotten languages, blends them with the genius of his producers and band to create the funkiest tracks hitting the sonic airwaves in India.

#102 India: Gypsy Journey
Music Voyager follows the dust trails in India back though it’s musical roots to Rajasthan, the ancient desert state of royalty and the perceived origin of the gypsies. In Jaipur, experience city musicians and dancers outside the Amer Fort. Then in Jodhpur, enjoy desert singers and performers at the Mherangar Fort, where the Jodhpur Rajasthan International Folk Festival is held. Music Voyager meets Maharaja Gaj Singh ji, the current Maharaja of Jodhpur, a music enthusiast and patron of the festival.

#103 India: Delhi Underground
Travel to Delhi with Music Voyager for a benefit concert and meet up with Rabbi Shergill, a Sikh performer with a Sufi slant and very famous for his song “Bulla”. At the concert the crew meets a major fusion band called Indian Ocean and are invited to their 200 year old practice hall. The bands manager Druv is a Bollywood actor and one wicked Delhi-ite.

#104 Jamaica: Beyond Bob Marley
In this episode, check in with some of today’s most popular reggae artists who are keeping reggae going strong. Travel to St. Thomas to visit with Tarrus Riley, one of the hottest young reggae singers and enjoy an unplugged performance next to a one-room shack by the sea and then a blazing show at Jamaica’s biggest music festival, Sumfest. The team journeys to the hills outside of Kingston for a visit with reggae star Richie Spice and then visits with Etana, a young singer that blends reggae and neo-soul and has become hugely popular in Jamaica. Etana and her band treat the viewers to a stunning acoustic performance on the picturesque Goldeneye Beach.

#105 Jamaica: Roots, Rock, Reggae
Music Voyager explores the history of Jamaican music, from its African roots to the cusp of the reggae revolution. The team heads to the jungle for an entrancing kumina drumming session with the Akwaaba Drummers that reveals the African underpinning of the island’s music. Back in Kingston, Music Voyager connects with guitar legend Ernest Ranglin for a lesson on the development of ska and rocksteady, and an all-star jam session with Sly Dunbar and other greats. The episode ends at the magnificent Strawberry Hill resort for an intimate concert with Marcia Griffiths, a member of Bob Marley’s band and a star in her own right.
#106 Jamaica: Dancehall Marathon
The most popular music in Jamaica today is the hard-edged sounds of dancehall. In this episode, Music Voyager experiences the power of the movement first hand at the Reggae Sumfest and Fully Loaded festivals. Top stars Elephant Man, Beenie Man, Bounty Killer and others tear up the stage as capacity crowds express their appreciation. Chino and Steven MacGregor, scorching young dancehall talents, who treat us to some jerk chicken and invite us into their recording studio to hear some dancehall works in progress.

#107 Road to a Grammy: Rocky Mountain Adventures
This episode brings Music Voyager to Denver, Colorado on a three-episode journey to learn more about this year’s Grammy nominees, Road to a GRAMMY©. Music Voyager meets with banjo virtuoso and multiple GRAMMY© nominee Bela Fleck, and follows him from a banjo master class to a concert at one of Denver’s top venues. Then, explore the lifestyle of the Denver area, from the nearby ski resorts, to local record stores, Country & Western dance clubs and more.

#108 Road to a Grammy: From D.C. to Cajun Country
Music Voyager continues on the Road to a GRAMMY© journey by meeting up with GRAMMY© winner India.Arie in Washington D.C. Dobet Gnahoré, a stunning singer from West Africa, is invited to join India Arie and Israeli superstar Idan Raichel for a very special global musical jam session. Then, travel to Lafayette, Louisiana, the heart of Cajun country, to meet up with Cedric Watson, a young accordionist and violin player who has been making big waves in the Creole music world. The good times roll on the bayou, with a crawfish cook out, intimate porch-side concerts and a raucous Zydeco dance party at the famed Blue Moon night club.

#109 Road to a Grammy: Los Angeles- City of the Stars
Music Voyager’s final stop is LA, where the annual awards ceremony takes place, when the city lights up with celebrity parties, concerts and special events. After a visit to the GRAMMY© Museum, renowned producer and songwriter Tricky Stewart invites Music Voyager to his exclusive GRAMMY© party, where celebrities and up and coming talents arrive in fancy cars and walk the red carpet to the flash bulbs of the paparazzi. The musical journey culminates in front of the Staples Center, where the fashionable crowds line up for the start of the awards ceremony.

#201 Louisiana: Lafayette- Sounds from the Bayou
Lafayette is the epicenter of Cajun and Creole culture, where the infectious rhythms of zydeco and Cajun music echo proudly across the bayou. Music Voyager settles in to picturesque Dockside Studios for a session with Roddie Romero, a talented local musician. The Lost Bayou Ramblers, a young Cajun music band brings Music Voyager to their family camp for a musical get together on the banks of the Vermillion River. In this enchanting episode, Music Voyager experiences the food, lifestyles and culture of Southwest Louisiana.

#202 Louisiana: Shreveport- Road through Northern Louisiana
Shreveport, a city with rich musical history, is a crossroads between the deep African-American traditions of the south, the country music, Western swing and rockabilly that predated rock and roll and the spicy influence of Cajun and Creole music. Music Voyager is graciously hosted by rock star and blues guitar virtuoso Kenny Wayne Shepherd, who takes us to Leadbelly’s grave
for an acoustic jam with local icon Buddy Flett. Kenny Wayne introduces Music Voyager to Maggie Warwick of the famed radio show The Louisiana Hayride for a special performance on the stage where Elvis first became a star. Music Voyager sits down with guitar legend James Burton for a demonstration of his pioneering guitar licks, followed by a grumble boogie party with the band Dirtfoot.

#203 Louisiana: New Orleans- The Perfect Musical Storm
‘Nawlins’...the Crescent City, where the local music and cuisine have a lot in common: they are both spicy, fused with a multicultural mix of ingredients, and once you've had a taste, all you want is more. Music Voyager arrives during the build up to Mardi Gras. The musical journey moves from the classic jazz at Preservation Hall, to the sounds of trumpeter Irvin Mayfield at his club on Bourbon Street. Music Voyager catches a scorching jam with Cyril Neville and Galactic at the famed Tipitina’s, and joins local legend Kermit Ruffins at his annual Mardi Gras morning barbeque party.

#204 Colombia: Colombia Rocks!
The Music Voyager teams heads to Bogota, Colombia to explore the city’s thriving rock and pop music scene. We are treated to an unplugged performance in the historic neighborhood of La Candelaria by world famous rockers Aterciopelados and the up and coming rock band Superlitio takes us to their recording studio for a private jam. Finally, we meet up with Fonseca, one of Colombia’s biggest pop stars, who brings us to the Monserrate cathedral high in the mountains overlooking Bogotá for an unplugged performance of his hit song “Paraiso.”

#205 Colombia: The Capital of Salsa
The Colombian city of Cali is known as the world capital of salsa, and it’s also the urban center of the country’s Afro-Pacific culture. Grupo Niche, one of the world’s most famous salsa bands, gives a performance at their private club, and then the team explores the famous Juanchito neighborhood where salsa clubs line the streets. Also check out local Afro-Pacific music with an intimate performance by Grupo Bahia on the banks of the Rio de Cali. Finally, jam with the hippest salsa band in Colombia, La-33, who are bringing a modern attitude to this classic style.

#206 Colombia: The New Medellin
Medellín is the infamous home of drug baron Pablo Escobar, but Music Voyager discovers that the Medellin of today is a modern, thriving city nestled in a gorgeous mountain valley. Take a tour of a local hip-hop school and community center that is helping provide a positive outlet for inner city youth, and enjoy a virtuoso freestyle display by local hip-hop collective Crew Peligroso. Reggaeton superstar J. Balvin gives a private performance of one of his hit songs on his luxurious penthouse apartment patio overlooking the city, followed by a visit to the headquarters and archives of Discos Fuentes, Colombia’s pioneering record label.

#207 Colombia: Colombia’s Electro Tropical Beats
One of the latest and most exciting trends in Colombian music is the fusion of traditional rhythms and melodies with electronic beats and modern influences. The Music Voyager team explores this cutting-edge Bogotá scene starting with an electrifying live performance in the streets with La Mojarra Eléctrica. Then meet British DJ and producer Richard Blaire, whose Sidestepper project pioneered the electrotropical trend. Systema Solar gives a taste of their funky and eclectic sound at the equally colorful restaurant and nightclub Andrés Carne de Res.
Finally, Music Voyager learns about one of the most popular electrotropical bands, Bomba Estéreo, from founder Simon Mejia, and is treated to a stripped down performance of one of the group’s new songs at Gaira, a popular Bogotá restaurant that also serves as a Colombian music museum.

**#208 Colombia: Heartbeat of Vallenato**
The small city of Valledupar is the cradle of Vallenato, which is a rustic, folksy and distinctly Colombian music style. There, Music Voyager meets up with Fonseca, one of Colombia’s biggest stars, who has incorporated the vallenato style into the tropipop sound for which he is famous. Finally we end up in the port city of Barranquilla, where steamy, tropical Afro-Colombian beats dominate the music scene.

**#209 Colombia: Afro-Colombian Grooves**
The beautiful Caribbean coast of Colombia is where cumbia was born. This iconic Colombian rhythm is now popular in nearly every corner of Latin America. The Music Voyager team discovers Totó la Momposina, one of the most respected figures in Colombian music, who performs with her band on the beach as local children join in on the dancing. From Cartagena’s gorgeous old city to the rough and tumble streets and beaches of La Boquilla, Music Voyager experiences the beauty, rhythms and culture of this colorful city.

**#301 Tennessee: Cradle of Country Music**
Music Voyager starts its Tennessee journey in Bristol, a city in the northeast corner of the state that proudly claims to be the Birthplace of Country Music. Visit Georgia Warren, who at 96 years young is the last surviving participant of the legendary “Bristol Sessions” of 1927. Catch a street performance by musical nomads Megan Jean & the KFB and check out the Knoxville band The Black Lillies performing at one of Bristol’s many outdoor concerts.

**#302 Tennessee: Memphis Mojo**
Memphis has played an important role in the history of blues, rock and roll and soul music, not to mention being the hometown of one of popular music’s greatest icons: Elvis. Music Voyager arrives in Memphis during “Elvis Week”, an annual remembrance of the King of Rock and Roll. Also explore the sound of Memphis soul music with The Bo-Keys and a visit to the Stax Museum. Young singer-songwriter Amy Lavere demonstrates the diversity of the contemporary Memphis music scene, while up-and-coming hip-hop stars Freesol, discuss the local urban sound.

**#303 Tennessee: Music City**
No visit to Nashville would be complete without checking out the Grand Ole Opry, and Music Voyager’s host is none other than Vince Gill. Check out Music Row, the epicenter of Nashville’s music business with a visit to Compass Records, and then tour Gruhn Guitars. Virtuoso banjo player Alison Brown demonstrates her musical talents, then Music Voyager visits the legendary Bluebird Cafe where stars such as Garth Brooks and Taylor Swift got their start. Local songwriters Gabe Dixon and Casey Wasner, contemporary blues singer Keb Mo’ and indie rock band Those Darlins show there is much more to the Nashville scene then country music.
#304 Tennessee: The Round
Some of most prolific and successful songwriters live in and around Nashville, Tennessee. Music Voyager invites four of the very best to trade songs in a "round" for an intimate and rare performance at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum. Revered singer-songwriters Buddy Miller, Darrel Scott, Elizabeth Cook and Guy Clark are featured in this first-ever Music Voyager special.

#305 Israel: Voice from the Desert
Music Voyager travels to Israel to attend a once-in-a-lifetime concert of The Idan Raichel Project at the foot of the magnificent “Solomon’s Pillars”. Our guide is Idan Raichel, an internationally renowned star of the Israeli music scene. Meet Palestinian-Israeli singer and television actress, Mira Awad, who has recorded with Idan and reflects how artistic collaboration can lead to a hopeful future for Israel and the region. Idan and Music Voyager travel to Jerusalem for a visit to the Wailing Wall and end with a song featuring the full project from the live concert in the desert.

#306 Israel: Songs from the Holy Land
Music Voyager travels to Jerusalem and northern Israel to discover the sights and sounds of a region rich with ancient history and religious significance. The popular band Hadag Nahash gives Music Voyager a stripped down performance at the picturesque Mahane Yehuda market in Jerusalem, then invites us for drinks and conversation at the lead singer’s pub. Lead singer-songwriter David Broza performs amidst the vines of his family winery, then takes us to an informal jam session with Palestinian musicians in East Jerusalem.

#307 Israel: Tel Aviv- Rocking Israel
Tel Aviv, Israel’s biggest city, is the epicenter of Israel’s arts scene and most of the country’s top musicians live in and around the city. Music Voyager meets Ehud Banai, the revered singer-songwriter who comes from one of Israel’s most important musical families. Music Voyager’s quest for the best hummus in Israel is finally rewarded at Tel Aviv’s legendary Abu Hassan restaurant, where hungry throngs assemble for a taste of their beguiling garbanzos. Finally, join quirky Balkan surf-rock band Boom Pam in the recording studio before hitting the clubs of Tel Aviv as they take us to some of their favorite nightlife spots.

#401 Turkey: Istanbul Crossroads
Music Voyager is checking out the sights and sounds of Istanbul, The City of the World’s Desire. Creative pop star Nil Karaibrahimgil takes us to her favorite trendy boutique, treats us to unplugged performances of some her best-known songs and gives us an exclusive invitation to her private residence where we see firsthand how Turkish pop stars live. We toast the exploration of Istanbul’s past and future with a hearty glass of raki, the famed Turkish liqueur, as we are serenaded by street musicians at a traditional Istanbul cafe.

#402 Turkey: Mystical Cappadocia
Explore Turkey’s mystical side, from trance-inducing whirling dervishes and surreal landscapes to trippy Turkish Psychedelic Rock. Murat Ertel of the band Baba Zula describes their sound as “modern Istanbul space music” and takes us on a road trip up the Bosphorus and back to the group’s explosively colorful studio located in a quirky artist’s community. Meet innovative clarinet player Serkan Çagri, experience a sensual belly dance demonstration, and dine on delicious local cuisine.
#403 Turkey: Aegean Beats of Turkey
Major music venues in Istanbul are setting up summer stages Izmir, Turkey, to hear live Turkish music and dance to top DJs. Music Voyager meets Can Bonomo, Turkey’s recent entry to the Eurovision Song Contest and a teen heartthrob, who takes us to his favorite street food and pickle juice stand. After giving windsurfing a try and exploring the ancient ruins of Ephesus, connect with Huseyin Karadayi, one of Turkey’s most popular DJs. Karadayi reveals the secrets of Turkish techno and shows us his favorite Istanbul restaurant and music store.

#404 Florida: The Other Hollywood
Music Voyager heads to Hollywood…Florida that is. This Hollywood has been letting the world know that it has something special to offer visitors and it is using music to tell its story…and build a stronger community at the same time. The adventure includes a conversation and performance with Spanish superstar Antonio Carmona in town for the Viva Florida 500 concert, a chat with renowned music-inspired muralist and painter Lebo, a Cuban cigar bar escapade with local musician Eddi Balzola and a visit to Resurrection Drums, one of the country’s premier drum shops.

#501 Florida: Miami - The Magic City
Miami is a city that everyone recognizes but few truly know. The heartbeat of the city lies in the vibrant multi-cultural communities that call this city home. Explore the fiery sounds of Miami’s electronic dance music scene as well as its Latin and Haitian grooves with Afrobeta, The Spam All Stars, T-Vice and Locos Por Juana. This is Miami like you have never seen, or heard, before.

#502 Japan: Tokyo- Electric City
On this episode of Music Voyager get a taste of the cultural umami that is Tokyo. From the outlandish fashion of J-Pop, the surprising pastime of a Japanese jazz giant, Tokyo’s rock guitar superstar and a humorous hip-hop freestyler, meet the colorful characters that make Tokyo one of the world’s greatest cities.

#503 Japan: Tohoku- Japan Rising
Journey to the region of Tohoku, an area rich with tradition that was devastated by the earthquake and tsunami of 2011. Yoshihide Otomo and Riuchi Sakamoto, two of Japan’s most respected and cutting-edge composers, invite Music Voyager to experience firsthand a concert for healing and hope that they are leading with an ensemble of local high school students. Also, explore the coastline near Sendai, visiting with fisherman, students, musicians and even local surfers, whose words of resilience and optimism offers inspiration and confirms the indomitable spirit of the Japanese people.

#601 Colorado: Telluride
Telluride, Colorado, a small city nestled in a breathtaking valley high in the Rocky Mountains, is a creative jewel that blends an adventurous spirit with creative energy. The Music Voyager team is invited to explore the multiple festivals that call Telluride home, from Blues & Brews, to Mushroom, Mountainfilm, Bluegrass and Jazz. Local musicians, artists, microbrewers, chefs and outdoorsmen demonstrate that Telluride is vibrant and creative community as well as a world-class destination for live music, film, and the arts.
#602 Colorado: Pueblo
The Music Voyager team travels to Pueblo, Colorado to experience the ways in which this industrious city has promoted creative expressions to revitalize the community. Inaiah Lujan, the founder of the band, The Haunted Windchimes, and other local artists and musicians take us on a journey across Pueblo, a town blessed with perpetual sunshine, a proud and culturally diverse community, and ample amounts of Pueblo chili peppers. Along the way, we discover that Pueblo embodies the American experience, from the pioneer days to the eras of industrialization and immigration.

#603 Georgia: Atlanta
Music Voyager is invited to Atlanta, Georgia to experience the heartbeat of the city from the inside out. Musicians Christian and Brand Bush take us to the neighborhood of Buckhead for an unplugged performance at a local cemetery. We are introduced to the feisty Myra, who owns a boutique cuisine shop called La Fruta, who then takes us to the Elevate Festival in the heart of downtown Atlanta. Finally we are introduced to Killer Mike, a local hip-hop legend and activist who takes us to his barbershop/community center and we experience a concert with Killer Mike and special guest Big Boi from OutKast.

#604 Georgia: Athens/ Macon
Music Voyager travels into the heartland of Georgia to understand the culture, arts and people that have helped create the ‘sound’ of America. From Macon to Athens, the home of Georgia University, this creative corridor of Georgia has spawned the likes of Otis Redding, Little Richards, The B52s, REM and others. Today, musicians such as Kishi Bashi, The Whigs and Otis Redding III call the region home, and we feature performances and adventures with these inspirational artists.

#605 Georgia: Albany/ Columbus
This episode sees the Music Voyager team delving deeper into the Georgia heartlands, where spirituals, gospel and the blues laid the foundation for American popular music. In Albany, meet Miss Rutha Harris, one of the original Freedom Singers that marched with Martin Luther King Jr. to Washington DC. Every second Saturday, Ms. Harris still assembles her fellow Freedom Singers and new voices from the next generation to join in song to keep the spirit of freedom alive. Then it’s on to Columbus and the house of Ma Rainy ‘The Mother of the Blues’. Her colorful story is just one of many enriching experiences on this journey to where it all began.

#606 Bahamas: Junkanoo Celebration
This musical journey begins in Nassau, Bahamas, the capital city, during the annual Junkanoo celebration where the city explodes with vibrant color and celebratory music, as revelers dressed in elaborate costumes parade down the streets dancing to the African-rooted rhythms of Bahamian music. Music Voyager visits the Junkanoo Museum, tries on a traditional costume, and even joins in a rehearsal, trading licks with the Colours marching band. The exploration of Junkanoo continues on into the mysteries of the past, yet also demonstrates how the people of today’s Bahamas are working to keep their own unique traditions going strong far into the future.

#607 Bahamas: Raking and Scraping Across the Islands
Travel to Cat Island to discover the roots of rake and scrape, the local music style Bahamians call their own. After a beach-side performance by traditionalists Bo Hog and the Rooters, head
to Grand Bahama in search of Stileet, a new generation rake and scrape singer who is bringing urban attitude to the style. Then explore the roots of spiritual music in The Bahamas with a fireside performance by multigenerational a Capella group, The Region Bells. From there, Shabak, the most popular contemporary gospel group in The Bahamas, gives an uplifting performance in a beautiful 17th-Century cathedral.

#608 Bahamas: From the Islands to the World
Musician Fred Ferguson gives a tour of downtown Nassau while describing the enduring impact of Bahamian folk music and icons such as Joseph Spence on the world’s sound. Discover the important role The Bahamas played during the Calypso era from the 1940s to the 1960s, as well as its essential role in the history of funk, soul and disco. Then meet up with The Baha Men, whose song “Who Let The Dogs Out” was a worldwide smash. Finally, enjoy an impromptu dance party in front of a conch stand with D-Mac, Music Voyagers pick for the next big international star to come out of The Bahamas.

Season 7 Renamed VOYAGER Available in May 2016:

#701 – Atlanta: A Music Voyager Special
Through the intersecting worlds of 5 amazing artists we come to experience a city’s creative soul. From music superstar Janelle Monae and Arrested Development, to the creative culinary genius of the Gun Show restaurant, to the colorful lantern parade...come together on creative collage to tell the story of Atlanta.

#702 - Antigua & Barbuda
The beautiful Caribbean islands of Antigua & Barbuda tell a story of culture hospitality and culture, with music as our guide we follow the trail across the islands to find the heartbeat of the country through its rhythms. Along the way we get a taste of the amazing cuisines, the vibrant countryside and the stunning oceans all around. From the sounds of calypso to the carnival celebrations the pulse of Antigua & Barbuda is calling...

#703 - Funky Nassau
Along with the young Creatives of Nassau we get to experience a side of Nassau that has never been seen before. These ‘Birds of Paradise’ push the creative edge of the Caribbean islands to a new era of entertainment. We come to learn that should one step off the tourist grid in Nassau, the Bahamian people are more vibrant than the very oceans that surround these islands.

#704 - The Exumas
The islands of Exuma are the picture perfect description of a Caribbean paradise. Stories, myths and legends fuse with everyday life across the 365 islands within the Exumas. We come to learn that the treasure is scattered in the beauty of the Exumas, from the natural Blue Holes, to the fresh conch salad, the roasted Grouper to the Lobster and crabs. We follow the Legends to discover that the land and ocean blend perfectly into the story of the Exumas.

#705 – Eleuthera
The longest islands of The Bahamas, steeped in history culture and beauty, from the famous visual Glass Window Bridge between the Caribbean and the Atlantic Ocean to historic Spanish
Wells and quaint Harbor Island. As we travel the length of the island we come to learn that while it seems like different worlds between Eleuthera, Harbor Islands and Spanish Wells, it’s the people that collectively have one voice connected in the island’s culture.

706 Morocco ‘Gateway to Africa’ the North
The three friends, Nouamane Lahloua, rock star and producer of Morocco; Hassan Hakmoun a master Gnawa musician and Laurent LeGall a film director and producer, meet in Casablanca to travel the length of Morocco in search of experiencing first hand and personally. Starting in the metropolis of Casablanca the team travels north to Tangiers at the tip of Africa and across from Spain. The music of the Amazir people draw them to the Rif Mountains to the painted city of Chefchaouen, the jewel of the Rif Mountains. We seek to understand the historic and modern importance of these cities, while experiencing it through the ‘People’ story, one told through its arts, culture music.

707 Morocco ‘The Heart of Morocco’ The Middle
We begin our voyage in the western foothills of the southern Middle Atlas (Moyen Atlas) Mountains and travel to FES. The amazing old capital of Morocco lives in two worlds, the new modern Fes and the old Medina, both resound on one’s sense in color, charm and exotic abundance. From Fes the friends head to Khenifra and then on to Merzouga in the Sahara desert. Over the dunes the friends ride ATVs and jam under the amazing night sky by a desert fire in Khenifra. Then they travel to the city of Old World charm and elegance, Marrakesh we see the different sides of this magical city and how it inspires them. We end our journey in coastal city of Essaouira where Hassan Hakmoun has asked other famous Moroccan music artists to participate in a traditional Gnawa ceremony.

708 Morocco: ‘The Spirit’ The South
The friends travel across the Atlas Mountains to Marrakesh, one of the most exotic cities in the world. This is where artists and poets, painters and creatives sought their inspiration and also where Hassan grew up. From Marrakesh the friends head to Essaouira, the old city of Mogador by the sea. The blend of arabic, hebrew, french can be heard floating through this seaside resort. From Essaouira the friend head to the southern deserts of the Morrocan Sahara. Afterwards, they travel throughout Agadir, and then onto Agadir in central coastal Morocco. Beyond the tourist grid, this port city is the home of the Timitar Festival. Then venturing further into the Western Sahara they travel to Ad Dakla and seek to understand ‘GADRA’ music, its origins, how it is being preserved and the modern interpretations of this style of music.